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Wailing Blues – The Story of 
Bob Marley’s Wailers

John Masouri, Ominibus Press, 2008
• • •

Several new books add to the 
collective tome of knowledge and ever-
growing appreciation of reggae’s #1 
Ambassador. Wailing Blues – The Story 
of Bob Marley’s Wailers by John Masouri 
(Ominibus Press, 2008) is a massive tome 
packed with interview material, insights 
and intelligent analysis. Masouri is one of 
the best-known UK reggae writers with a 
storehouse of information at his fingertips. 
Wailing Blues is reggae history as seen 
through the lens of the Wailer’s key 
instrumentalist. Masouri focuses in not as 
much on Marley, but narrows upon bass 
player Aston “Familyman” Barrett.

Barrett provides the lion’s share of 
interview material, including quotations 
from his testimony in the rancorous London 
lawsuit against Island Records – which he 
lost. From ska through rocksteady, from 
dub to dancehall, minor and major artists 
alike are succinctly highlighted. Masouri’s 
scope pans widely enough on the rest of 
the reggae scene that Marley is barely 
mentioned in the first 1/5th of the book.

Despite the great number of books 
already out on the King of Reggae, there 
is much new to mine here, many gems 
on Bob Marley and the music as a whole 
unearthed for the first time. Masouri does 
an excellent job weaving Wailers’ strands 
together – with every passing page you 
will find yourself more and more deeply 
entwined into the life and musical history 
of Bob Marley and the Wailers.

In telling Marley’s story from 
Familyman’s point of view, Masouri elicits 
the sense of sadness and lost opportunity, 
fitting the fact that Familyman got filched 
regarding any financial rewards for his 
major contribution to the Wailer’s music 
and legacy. Those few that fought “Fams” 
won. The book is no rehash of previously 
published bios, nor does it dwell on 
Marley’s childhood or formative musical 
influences. Instead we are treated to an 
insider’s view of the day-to-day runnings 
of Marley’s band, during the period 
when he was recording the music most 
fans know best.

Closing chapters deftly navigate 
the labyrinthine legal entanglements 
surrounding Marley’s estate; the 
complex relationships between Island 
Records’ head, Chris Blackwell, Rita 
Marley and the various members of 
the Wailers band, including original 
Wailing Wailers Bunny Wailer and Peter 
Tosh. So much tragedy – the kidnapping 
and dismemberment of Familyman and 
Carlton’s father; Carlton’s own murder; 
as well as that of Peter Tosh; add the 
death of Marley himself – and the heavy 
weight upon the reader reminds us of 
reggae’s rise from an island soaked in 
the blood of slavery and colonialism. 
The music that is at once positive and 
upful confronts serious issues no matter 
the cost, and too often many of its major 
players have paid the ultimate price.

The Marley we see today on T-shirts 
and banners is the larger-than-life icon, 
the likes of freedom fighters Martin Luther 
King Jr., Malcolm X and Che Guevara. 
Wailing Blues dispels Marley myths, 
while adding insight and illumination to 
one of the most fascinating artists of our 
time. Masouri returns us to the flesh and 
blood being of Bob, whose shortcomings 
are part and parcel of his massive talent.

I and I Bob Marley
Tony Medina and Jesse Joshua Watson, 

Lee & Low Books, 2009
•  •  •

A completely different view of the 
life of Bob Marley is available in Tony 
Medina and Jesse Joshua Watson’s           
I and I Bob Marley (Lee & Low, 2009). 
Medina’s insightful freestyle poetry and 
Watson’s gorgeous illustrations combine 
word pictures and image poems in a 
fest for the eye and inner ear as creative 
in their presentation as Marley was in 
his. Poet and painter see eye-to-eye in 
this visionary adaptation of scenes – 
including many early scenes – from the 
life of the Rastaman from Nine Miles. It’s 
a fitting tribute to a man whose live shows 
combined every element of the arts – with 
painted red, gold and green backdrop 
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adorned with His Majesty’s face, lyric 
poems set to intense music, dance, 
costume, theater, politics, religion, culture 
and raised consciousness combined in a 
way the major festivals featured in this 
Guide still attempt to reproduce. Marley 
was one-of-a-kind and this book goes a 
long way towards capturing the one-of-a-
kind spirit he loosed on the land.

Medina, an associate professor of 
creative writing at Howard University, 
and Watson, an artist and illustrator 
whose work graces issues of this 
Reggae Festival Guide, put forward 
exemplary work in this touching and 
timeless telling of Marley’s life: his 
experiences as a young man, and then 
Marley’s impact on the world at large. 
Medina and Watson offer their own 
inspired assimilation of Marley, adding 
unique poetic perspective to their 
view of a man who touched so many. 
Medina puts himself inside of young 
Bob Marley’s mind with believable and 
heart-rending acuity. 

Equally inspired are Watson’s 
beautiful paintings (for more, see the 
“Rasta ViZions” feature in this issue). 
Illustrations for poems “Underneath a 
Plum Tree,” “Wailing Wailers,” “Song in 
My Heart,” “Hope Road” and “I Am the 
Boy” are iconic and capture the spirit of 
the book, reflecting Bob’s life in a way 
few others have. That his life and work 
continue to inspire others to tap their own 
creative wellspring so deeply is perhaps 
a part of Marley’s own enduring legacy. I 
and I is accessible to children of all ages, 
from the oldest fan to the suckling infant 
awaiting to hear the first regal trumpet 
call from Bob, the King of Reggae.  

Soul Rebel: 
An Intimate Portrait of Bob Marley

David Burnett, Insight Editions, 2009
•  •  •

Just as lost or previously unreleased 
songs have poured out of the vaults onto 
a plethora of record labels, a couple of 
beautiful new books gather lost, previously 

unpublished or long unseen photographs. 
David Burnett’s Soul Rebel: An Intimate 
Portrait of Bob Marley (Insight Editions, 
2009) is a visual treat containing some of 
the finest photos of a delightfully youthful 
Bob Marley. 

Burnett took the photos in two groups, 
the first set in ‘76 on assignment in JA 
for Time Magazine, just as reggae first 
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burst into America’s consciousness. Only 
one of Burnett’s photos of Marley was 
actually published in the original piece, 
but as Marley’s stature has grown over 
the years, these superb photos have taken 
on even greater significance. There are 
also great shots of Peter Tosh, Burning 
Spear (as the early trio), Ras Michael 
and others, the most of which have never 
been published. 

The second set of photos were taken 
during a European swing of the Exodus 
tour and feature performance shots of 
the entire Bob Marley and the Wailers 
entourage. The gorgeous backdrop flag 
of Haile Selassie, designed by Neville 
Garrick, is displayed and will be fondly 
remembered by anyone privileged 
enough to have seen those shows. 
Burnett’s text is to the point and makes 
no attempt at literary flourish. Chris 
Salewicz’ forward and Chris Murray’s 
introduction add context, but of course, 

standing out are the stunning photographs 
(see “f-Stop: Roots!” feature in this issue 
for more) printed large format, capturing 
both the spirit of the time and the man 
who moved beyond it.

Dancehall: The Rise of Jamaican 
Dancehall Culture

Beth Lesser, Soul Jazz, 2008
•  •  •

Reggae doesn’t stop with Marley – 
Beth Lesser catches us up on happenings 
since Bob’s passing with Dancehall: 
The Rise of Jamaican Dancehall Culture 
(Soul Jazz, 2009). Long one of reggae’s 
best photographers, Beth Lesser’s work 
has graced many an album cover. King 
Jammy’s (Black Star, 1989; ECQW, 
2002) revealed her as an excellent 
writer as well. Lesser combines both 
talents in this excellent work, with 
wonderful photographs beautifully 
presented in large format, and informed 
text conveying the very excitement and 
energy of dancehall.

You’ll learn about sound systems; the 
birth and growth of dancehall; read in 
on Beth’s intimate chats with artists; get a 
solid overview of the top cuts and trends, 
including notes on dancehall fashion, the 
studio scene, women’s place in the music 
– the list goes on!

The photographs are breathtaking 
and marvelous. Some go back 20+ years, 
featuring many fan favorites as young 
lions: Lloyd Hemmings and Yami Bolo 
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before they grew dreads; rare glimpses of artists Leroy Smart, 
U-Roy, Prince Jazzbo and the likes in their collective element; 
images of those who’ve sadly left us – Augustus Pablo, Jah Bull, 
Tenor Saw, Major Worries, Junjo Lawes on his motorbike – all 
gone now, but living still here in vibrant photographs. 

For reggae fans that never really “got” dancehall (or are only 
beginning to) Dancehall: The Rise… is a cornerstone. Lesser’s 
incisive text shows why dancehall is important and necessary; how 
it’s been challenged and fought; and why it has ultimately imploded. 
From mix-tape cassettes and slackness that threatened to break the 
back of the music business, to the current digital revolution, citing 
the continual push-and-pull between “Yard” and “foreign,” she puts 
the music that ruled the ‘80s and ‘90s into perspective.

We’ve entered the post-dancehall era with its new generation of 
cultural conscious roots artists. New recording technology is more 
widely available. New riddims, producers and studios have birthed 
artists like Fantan Mojah, Lutan Fyah, Anthony B, Warrior King 
(and many others) who keep the continuity alive, paying forward 
from those that lead the way, artists the likes of Admiral Tibet, 
Brigadier Jerry and Garnett Silk. Like its ska roots predecessors, 
dancehall will never die. For anyone interested in Jamaican music 
– past, present and future – Beth Lesser’s Dancehall: The Rise of 
Jamaican Dancehall Culture is required reading. 

The Small Axe Reggae Album Guide: Deejays 
Ray Hurford and Joakim Kalcidis, 

Muzik Tree/I Am the Gorgon, 2009
•  •  •

The Small Axe 
Reggae Album Guide: 
Deejays by Ray 
Hurford and Joakim 
Kalcidis (Muzik Tree/I 
Am the Gorgon, 2009) 
is the long-awaited 
companion to Hurford’s 
Small Axe Reggae 
Album Guide: Singers 
volume (Muzik Tree/
Black Star, 1996). 
Hurford provides 
insightful reviews on 
433 releases and 207 
deejays, with concise 

descriptions and perceptive comments, this book is a must-own 
for collectors, fans, aficionados, visiting aliens, recent converts 
and the truly obsessed. http://myweb.tiscali.co.uk/smallaxe/

The Ultimate Peter Tosh Experience
Shanachie, 2008

•  •  •
Three new DVDs offer windows to the worlds of roots music 

and dancehall respectively. The mighty Peter Tosh returns to the 
frontline in a two-DVD/one-CD box set. The Ultimate Peter Tosh 
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alternate singles and previously unreleased 
versions of songs “Legalize It,” “Jah 
Guide,” “Wanted Dread and Alive” and 
more. Throughout his work as a Wailer and 
soloist, Peter Tosh was an uncompromising, 
outspoken advocate for reggae (moreover 
“Word-Sound-Power”) as a force unto itself, 
and for an Afrocentric Rastafari worldview. 
More than 20 years after his death, Tosh 
remains a foundational figure, a pivotal 
archetype, one of the original rebels in the 
world of reggae.

Black Uhuru Live In London: 
25th Anniversary

Nacional, 2008
•  •  •

Black Uhuru Live In London: 25th 
Anniversary (Nacional, 2008) features 
the classic lineup of Michael Rose, Duckie 
Simpson and Puma Jones with Sly and 
Robbie et al (including Keith Sterling on 
keyboard) backing. This classic lineup 
held the reggae banner high after Bob 
Marley’s passing. The Black Uhuru that 

took reggae to new levels of popularity 
internationally, scoring the first ever 
Reggae Grammy, racking up hit albums 
like Sinsemilla, Red and Anthem. 

…Live In London captures the vibe 
of the trio just as they were beginning 
to break internationally, with memorable 
performances of “Shine Eye Gal,” “I Love 
King Selassie,” “General Penitentiary,” 
“Plastic Smile” and “Youths of Eglington” 

Readings 

Experience (Shanachie, 2008) reminds 
us how essential Tosh’s contribution to 
reggae really was. The first DVD contains 
the film Stepping Razor/Red X, which 
documents Tosh’s life and tragic murder. A 
separate one-hour DVD contains otherwise 
unavailable concert footage from the One 
Love Peace Concert, Reggae Sunsplash 
and No Nukes Concert. The CD contains 
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among others. Most fans have probably caught one or other of 
the group’s iterations over the years, but for those who never saw 
Duckie, Michael and Puma together, this is the next best thing! 
The excitement of the crowd is palpable – this performance is 
not to be missed.

Anthony B at Reggae Rising Live
Natural Video, 2009

•  •  •
Anthony B At 

Reggae Rising Live 
(Natural Video, 2009) 
presents one of 
the most energetic 
conscious dancehall 
artists of the day in 
an outdoor festival 
setting that is as 
far in distance and 
scope from the 
dancehall venues of 
Kingston as could 
be imagined. The 
fiery Bobo-dread 
alternately caresses 

and cajoles the crowd with his top hits including “Raid Di Barn,” 
“Fire Pon Rome,” “Good Cop,” “Smoke Weed Every Day” and 
“God Above Everything.” Exclusive interview footage gives a 
behind-the-scenes glimpse of the man and reasonings on the songs 
with the artist himself. Anthony B presents a perfect blend of the 
classic Marley and Studio1 sounds, brought forth with an energy 
that appeals to young people around the world. Even with the ever-
respectful nod to the reggae’s forefathers, B’s set will give more 
than a good idea of what the new school is all about.   

Chuck Foster hosts Reggae Central on KPFK in Los Angeles. To hear the show 
anytime visit KPFK.org, choose ‘audio archives’ from the menu, scroll to Reggae 
Central, punch ‘play’ or ‘download’. For photos and film clips of guests check 
www.myspace.com/reggaecentralkpfk. He writes “Reggae Update” for Beat 
Magazine and is author of Roots Rock Reggae: An Oral History of Jamaican 
Music from Ska to Dancehall (Billboard Books). cfoster907@yahoo.com 


